Like Groups Policy

Meetings for “like groups” at JCGL

It is the policy of RVGS to encourage meetings of genealogy-related groups, known as “like groups” to hold meetings at JCGL acknowledging the following:

1. When calendar (room) space is available
2. Understanding that any RVGS event will take precedence and other regular meetings may need to be rescheduled
3. An RVGS contact person must gain approval with the Board, and pencil in the meeting on the Master Calendar with their name and phone number. [i.e., A. Patterson, 541-000 000]
4. The Master Calendar must have the meeting contact name, phone number and organization represented: [i.e., D A R, Jane Doe, contact, 541-000 0000.
5. Evening meetings will be subject to coverage of a trained RVGS member to be present.
6. Each organization meeting at JCGL will be responsible for a designated clean up person to place any furniture back in its original station, vacuum and clean kitchen if used.
7. No fee will be charged.